Where Passion for Discovery is the Best Compass

Baa Atoll - Maldives

Main Living Rooom

An Exclusive Hideaway

Stay

Soneva in Aqua is a luxurious floating villa that sets sail from
Soneva Fushi, located on Kunfunadhoo Island in the Maldives.
It combines imaginative luxury with the freedom to explore the
oceans unfettered by the limitations of time.

The ultra-indulgent yacht has a maximum occupancy of four
adults and two children to provide the ultimate sense of
exclusivity and privacy whilst offering intelligent luxury of the
highest international standard. The boat features a spacious
master suite with a glass-bottom sunken jacuzzi and an ensuite shower in each of the rooms.

An ultra-luxury and highly refined yacht, Soneva in Aqua
measures 19. 28 metres in length and 6.40 metres in width,
with exceptionally spacious interiors.
A personalised itinerary designed by our captain offers guests
the chance to explore awe-inspiring reefs, uninhabited islands
and breathtaking marine life at leisure.

Opulent amenities on board include:
• External raised sun deck, dining area and a lower level bar
• Daybeds, lounge seating and an outdoor Jacuzzi
• Additional sun deck for spa treatments
• An internal library and lounge
• Wi-Fi connectivity
Our highly skilled and trained crew on board includes a Captain,
a Sous Chef, a Mr Friday (butler), a Dive Master, a Therapist and
an Astronomer (on request).
The two-cabin yacht combines Soneva’s iconic barefoot luxury
with a sense of freedom and exclusivity of a private boat
charter, while being at the price-point of a two-bedroom villa at
Soneva Fushi.

A Glass-Bottomed Jacuzzi in the Master Bedroom

Soneva in Aqua, while being supported by engine power,
relies on nature to provide the majority of its energy through
its main sail.

Bar(a)bara

Outdoor Jacuzzi

Dine

Relax

Indoor and outdoor dining experiences await guests
and promise to be both distinctive and memorable.
The on-board Sous Chef will design bespoke menus as per
guests’ preferences to create their favourite dishes as well
as some Maldivian specialties, caught fresh from the ocean.

The onboard therapist offers a wide range of treatments
and personalised wellness activities. Each holistic therapy
presents an exhilarating sensory journey whilst at sea
or on a secluded stretch of island. A private sunset massage
on the sandbank, invigorating early morning Tai Chi or yoga
on the deck; the possibilities are endless.

The crew will be delighted to offer guests unique dining
experiences such as castaway picnics on uninhabited islands
or dining under the starlit sky with sand beneath their toes.

Gourmet Dining Options

Guest Bedroom

Discover
Guests who wish to explore the breath-taking treasures
of the Baa Atoll and beyond can indulge in day, night and sunrise
dives. Snorkelling is also available along with presentations
on the underwater ecology and environmental awareness,
by Soneva’s Marine Biologist. Sailing lessons, including
map reading, are also given to our guests interested to learn.

Routes for Exploration
Soneva in Aqua affords guests the luxury to choose from various
charter routes that sail around and beyond the Baa Atoll.
Guests can choose between one, two and three-night
excursions depending on how much of the awe-inspiring sights
of the Maldivian Islands they wish to explore.
Spacious Lounging Areas

Longer itineraries are also available on request.
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Contact
Soneva in Aqua
T: +960 660 0304
Reservations
E: reservations@soneva.com
T: +91 124 4511000
soneva.com
@discoversoneva

Exploring the Coral Reef

